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Abstract
Sound localization has been widely studied with the aim of building
artificial systems as well as understanding the mechanism underlying the
same process in the biological systems. Nevertheless, in robotics the use of
auditory cues has been rather limited. We present an artificial sound
localization system and its implementation in an embodied, self-developing
agent, capable of acquiring and enhancing its motor capabilities by
interacting with the environment. The model includes the integration of
visual and auditory cues and appropriate sensory to motor maps for
generating meaningful actions.

Introduction
Robots able to move and interact in a real and possibly unknown
environment must be able to take advantage of a wide range of stimuli. In
the past, passive as well as active sensors have been employed for
navigation; the recent development of humanoid robots has increased the
importance of being able to exploit at best the available sensory information.
This can be very important for at least two reasons. Firstly, humanoids
robots are usually meant to interact with humans in a flexible way. In this
case human-like senses can extend the ability of artificial beings to
communicate with their human counterparts using a common language.
Secondly, the intrinsic complexity of a natural environment and the absence

of a pre-specified task require the design of agents that can adapt to the
external environment.
Acoustic cues have been widely studied with the aim of implementing
artificial sound localization systems. In general, artificial heads with rubber
pinnae were realized and the resulting head related transfer function
(HRTF) explicitly employed to compute the position of a sound source using
binaural and monaural cues [1, 2]. Though these systems turn out to be
rather accurate, they cannot be easily used for real time applications. Less
frequently, sound localization systems were embodied in fully operating
robotic systems (in this sense, an example can be found in [3, 4]).
The goal of our work is to propose a biologically plausible functional model
of the acquisition of visual, acoustic and multi-modal motor responses. ITD
and ILD are used for estimating the position of auditory sources in space;
acoustic and visual cues are then fused in a unified percept. The
embodiment and the interaction of the system with the environment are
used to test the correctness of the approach. The particular task considered
is the control of the orienting behavior.

Our approach
The experimental setup consists of a five degrees of freedom robot head. The
eyes can independently pan and are mounted on a common tilt axis. The
neck itself can also pan and tilt. The robot acquires and processes images in
a space variant format also known as log-polar [5], providing a highresolution fovea and a low-resolution periphery. For practical reasons, the
two microphones are mounted on the tilt of the eyes, surrounded by
asymmetric ear lobes. Each joint has also a “proprioceptive” sense provided
by high-resolution optical encoders.
Interaural level difference (ILD) and interaural time difference (ITD) are
usually considered to be the most informative cues about the spatial location
of a sound source. The different position of the ears makes both ITD and
ILD to be related to the horizontal component (azimuth); the directional
filtering of the head and the outer ear, at high frequency, can produce
interaural level differences which vary along a constant azimuthal angle,
that is with the elevation of the source (for a complete review see [6]).
Studies on birds [7, 8] as well as on humans [9] have shown an alignment of
the auditory and visual maps even in the presence of alteration in the
sensory sub-systems. It was shown also that vision guides the re-alignment
of the maps [7, 10].
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Figure 1 Two views of the robot head, frontal and rear view. Note the two cameras
(surrounded by blue tennis balls) and the microphones arranged on top of them, with
two plastic earlobes. The earlobes mimic the disparity of the external ears found in the
barn owl.

Our approach mimics the sound localization apparatus of the barn owl. The
horizontal position of the source is determined estimating the delay between
the signals reaching the two microphones (ITD) by means of the generalized
cross correlation algorithm [11]. As for the elevation, we built two artificial
earlobes, which, mounted in an asymmetrical fashion on top of the head,
reproduced the disparity of the external ear of the barn owl [12]. ILD is
hence supposed to be proportional to the elevation of the source and is
computed as the ratio between the average power spectra at the two
channels. The retinal target position is extracted using a color segmentation
algorithm. Given an initial cueing mechanism (motion detection), the robot
selects an interesting brightly and uniformly colored region. Afterwards,
color information is used to segment the target from the background [13].
Once an object has been located, the spatial percept has to be converted into
the motor command required to saccade toward the target. This is carried
out by using maps linking together visual and auditory information with
motor commands suitable to drive the robot head. In the barn owl the
acquisition of these maps is mainly driven by vision [10], but other
possibilities have been discussed [14]. Because the eyes can move with
respect to the head not only are vision and sound represented with respect
to different reference frames, but a coordinate conversion has to take into
account the actual position of the eyes in order to generate suitable motor
commands. In our implementation, we simplified the problem considering
only a given eye-head orientation (i.e. eyes almost centered with respect of
the head) and only horizontal movements ( i.e. the azimuth). As the learning
of the multi-modal map progresses (driven by vision), the robots estimates
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also the relationship between visual and auditory information, so that, after
a certain amount of training, the same map can be addressed even in
absence of vision
A second experiment is reported, showing the acquisition of the motor map
needed to control the neck by means of sound alone. In this second case,
sound localization is performed in both azimuth and elevation.

Conclusions and future work
Vision plays a major role during the life of biological systems. Nevertheless,
sound turns out to be useful in situations where the visual system is
inadequate – like in absence of light or when something occurs outside the
subject’s field of view. We employed binaural cues like ITD and ILD to
control the orienting behavior of a humanoid robot. The acquisition of the
appropriated motor maps can be driven by sound alone or by vision. Given
an initial set of learning rules, the whole learning process is carried out
autonomously by the robot just by interacting with the environment. The
integration between visual and auditory cues can enhance the adaptive
capabilities of the robot. As it was previously argued, plasticity of the
sensory representation in the biological systems is useful to keep optimal
performance during development. Although artificial systems do not
physically grow, adaptive capabilities might help to cope with alterations in
the motor and sensory subsystems or to avoid manually tuning the internal
parameters [3].
Finally, future work will be directed toward a more sophisticated
exploitation of the information in different frequency bands, in order to
enhance the sound localization sub-system.
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